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I. Introduction

We present results on magnetic field measurements
of CBA dipole magnets in the warm (normal conductor)
and cryogenic (superconducting) states. Me apply two
methods for the warm measurements, a DC and an AC
method. We find a good correlation between warm and
cryogenic measurements which lends itself to a reli-
able diagnosis of magnet field errors using warm
measurements early in the magnet assembly process. We
further find good agreement between the two warm
measurement methods, both done at low currents.

II. The Warm DC Measurement Method

In this method the room temperature magnet is
energized with DC currents of typically 15 A or less.
The measuring coil consists of a revolving cylinder1

upon which wire loops have been wound so as to measure
directly various multipoles. In order to isolate that
component of the magnetic field produced by exiting
the magnet coil, it is necessary to subtract the
residual magnetic field measured when no current flows
through the magnet. This procedure consists of first
obtaining the strengths and orientation of the
measured magnetic field multipoles and then performing
a vector subtraction of the residual field multipoles
from the magnetic field obtained when the magnet is
energized. By implementing this step, the reproduci-
bility of the gensrated field harmonics for an ener-
gized magnet was found to be considerably improved.

The center of the measuring coil relative to the
magnetic field is determined by exercising the trim
coil packages which have been inserted into the mag-
nets between the cold bore and the main magnet coils.2

The trim coils produce a sizable sextupole field which
results in a quadrupole signal from the quadrupole
winding of the measuring coil if the measuring coil
axis does not coincide with the generated sextupole
field axis. Utilizing this effect, we determine the
position of the trim coil sextupole axis relative to
the measuring coil and correct all the measured
harmonics to reflect this displacement. This correc-
tion procedure is not important for the dipole allowed
harmonics (b2. b^, b,, etc.) but is important for the
remaining forbidden harmonics.

The results of the harmonic analysis are display-
ed according to their midplane expansions:

By(x) = B0(l + 1

Bx(x) = Bo(

where bn and a^ express the normal and skew multipole
components of the field (n=l for quadrupole, n=2 for
sextupole, etc.). These quantities are given in this
report as parts per 10^ of the dipole field component
at 4.4 cm. This distance is chosen because it repre-
sents the approximate working aperture of the CBA
magnets (about 2/3 of the conductor radial position).
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III. Correlations Between Warm DC
And Cryogenic Measurements

We compare the warm measurement results to the
subsequent cryogenic measurements (4.5°K) with an
energizing current of 1200 A. This value is chosen so
the effects of low field superconducting magnetization
and high field iron saturation effects are minimized.
The measuring system is the same as used for the warm
DC measurements. We express the correlations as

and

b = b - b
" "cryo warm

a_ = an - an
" "cryo "warm

Our data sample consists of twelve magnets.
These magnets are part of a series of field quality
magnets in which two separate conductor cross-sections
were used but the uniformity of the other aspects of
the construction was emphasized in order to achieve
RMS variations of the multipole field components suit-
able for accelerator operation. Of particular impor-
tance, the yoke construction was standarized for this
series. Previous warm measurements have shown that
the warm-cryogenic correlations are sensitive to the
type of yoke into which the magnet coils are inser-
ted.

In Figures 1 and 2 we show the results for &bn
and Aan for these twelve magnets. For nine of the
twelve magnets a measuring coil was used which did not
possess an octupole (b3, a3) or dodecapole (b5, as)
winding. Also shown on the figures are the RMS tole-
rances required for successful machine operation.
These results are summarized in Table I.
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Figure 1 Histogram of the differences between the

normal DC warm harmonics and the corres-
ponding cryogenic harmonics. The arrows
indi'ate ± 1 random tolerance.
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Figure 2 Histogram of the differences between the
skew harmonics measured with the warm DC
method and the corresponding cryogenic
harmonics.

TABLE I

Harmonic

Ab,
AD2
Ab,
<
Ab s

Ab6

Aa1
Aa2
Aa3

AaJ
Aas
Aae

Mean

0.0
-0.5
-0.2
-0.4
0.2

-0.3

1.1
0.2

-0.3
0.1
0.0
CO

0

0.9
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.4

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0,3
0.4

KMS IU

0.31
C.43
0.32
0.68
1.48
1.11

0.15
0.21
0.23
0.32
0.58
1.11

We note that up to and including the decapole
(b M a,,) the warm cryogenic correlations are within
the specified machine RMS tolerances. As an example,
should one apply a 2 RMS rejection criterion based on
the warm measurements, 3 magnets from a sample of 1000
would be rejected due to random fluctuations of the
warm b^ measurements.

The systematic displacement of the b,, \ and b-
warm measurements from the cryogenic results is a
function of the cryogenic current (1200 A in this
case) selected as a comparison point. As previously
noted, the yoke construction also influences this
displacement. The systematic displacement of al could
be caused by a systematic off-set of the trim package
relative to the main coil when the magnet is at room
temperature.

IV. The Warm AC Measurement Method

The experimental set-up and measuring method is
very similar to the one reported in Ref. (3). A bipo-
lar power supply feeds 10 A peak to peak alternating
current into the dipole magnet coil at 11 Hz. The
voltage induced on the stationary coil winding of the
appropriate harmonic under investigation (same as used
in Part II) is measured with a lock-in analyzer. The
measuring coil is stepped in five degree intervals
through one full rotation with a stepping motor. The
stepping motor and the selection of the appropriate
measuring coil are under control of the PDP/11 of the
BKL Magnet Test Facility. In addition, the induced
voltages, the excitation current and the measuring
coil angle are digitized and stored by the computer.
The induced voltages as a function of angle are Four-
ier analyzed and the field harmonics are extracted.

In these measurements no centering of the measur-
ing coil relative to the magnet symmetry axis was
done. For this reason we compare only the allowed
field harmonics with the DC measurements. These are
not sensitive to moderate centering displacements.

V. Comparison of DC Warm Measurements
to AC Warm Measurements

We have compared the OC warm measurements to
measurements made according to the AC procedure
described in the previous section. Figure 3 shows the
sextupole (b2) measurements made using the two warm
techniques. Figure 4 shows a similar plot for the
decapole (bu). The two warm measurement schemes pro-
duce consistent results. There is a small systematic
effect giving the AC measurements slightly larger
values; however, this is a fraction of the machine
tolerance. Table II lists the mean differences and
deviations between these two warm techniques. We feel
confident that either technique could be successfully
employed to predict the cryogenic performance of the
magnetic field.
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Figure 3 Comparison of the AC warm sextupole
harmonic (b?) to the OC warm sextupole
harmonic. The short dashed lines re-
present the extent of a disagreement
of + 1 RMS tolerance between the two methods.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the AC warm decapole harmonic
(bu) to the DC warm decapole harmonic. The
short dashed lines represent the extent of a
disagreement of ± 1 RMS tolerance between
the two methods.

TABLE I I
Difference Between AC and DC Method

of Warm Measurements

Harmonic Mean

0.8
0.1

0.8
0.3

RMS IUL".

0.51
0.47
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